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ABSTRACT .>:· 
. . 
A heuristic method of_ solving the same,_-ro·ute· -~ no pa,ssing sequenc-
ing problem (the network method) is developed and c~~pared with· other_· 
techn·iques of solution including the fol.lowing:, 
(l)·_ J .. 
-Random samp_ling ) ':'.:· . 
' (2) Dudek and Teuton's algorithm v. . .... 
(3) Page's mer.gin-g method 
Tests were performed at ·-ievels of seven, ·nine,, ~nd eleven jobs. 
with five, seven,. and nine machines. Results indicated -"that the net-
"' 
work method was sta~istically superior, over all tests, to the other 
methods . 
In addition, i .. t could be stated that the network method would, -
-
in all probability, yield better solutions (smaller total elapsed·time) 
than either random sampling or the algorithm of Dudek and Teuton (as 
. ' ~-~'.:1-
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tes~ing is necessary before a similar statement ,could be made about 
~ the network method versus the merging method. 
. ' . 
·..-;~---
. "!) ~. ' 
- ,..· 
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·-.· .. -c.---'--~·-
... -· ----- ----
. .. 
General ~ .· \ . 
' r,,,-.,--
Sequencing refers to ·the o·rder in which units requiring se·rvice 
) . 
, ~.. . 
c' : 
'· 
:c are serviced. · Scheduling,. which is sometime.s use:d· ititerchangeably 
, . '. 
··,. 
with_s;equencirig, refers to· the timing of the arrivals of units requir-. 
r.:;.., -
ing service and is generally s1:til,died through queueing· analyS{s [ 1 l. 
', 
,, 
.~ Given n jobs to be performed on one machine; the number o:f,,theo-
.r· •. ·retically possible sequences is n! which increase·s in magn_itude very 
- .. .:.· 
rapidly as n increases. If, however, our aim is simply to complete 
... 
" . the jobs in .the shortest total elapsed time, the selected sequence is 
of no conse,quence since there is no delay associated .with any of them. 
·Even when there are n products to be processed on~ machines, the 
· . chosen. sequence is unimportant provided processing is carried out on 
the machiries in ihe same order for all jobs and provided the operation 
~ 
times ~n all-machines· are the same for-all jobs. · But once either the 
• 
order of operations varies for different jobs or the operation times 
---·-·------- ·.-...." . ------;--·--- ·-·~-- -
vary, the sequence with the minimum.total elapsed time is not a_lways ' 
I ; 
:f easily obtained [BJ. 
' .;... ... The most general sequen_cing p·roblern involving n tasks ea.ch of· 
which requires. p_rocessing on. some or all of M machines (in any p.rderJ · 
•-----~---·••-··- •• -····r· • - ..;:.. ... • 
is one·with which··very little has been accomplisb.ed With __ r,egar_d to--- . 
~- mathematical soluUorrs. · ·10 this problem, there are (n! )M thE!oretically 
. . 







.-~ ........ ,1h,,,,,.,.;t..(\ 
. , 
~----------. --
. . ' --· . .:__ ____ . . . . . , a 
- -·,·· . 
. -~(a}l;hose that __ are _technOiogkaUy feasible, Le.f those-w~ich. -:-. -· ·---······----······-- __ . -----··-·-·----··-··--· ··----· -----··--·-- - ' 
. . 
."": .. , ,.. 
---·-·-~-·-· ·-··-=-------;;--:-·----:---·-- ··:·-··s.a.ti.sf~the. .r.est--~.i-et-ions ·{·i-f- --a-ny)-"·on-.-t he··- or·der-:~:::~tn-·-·wnt·ch-c·-e-~fc]i---~fa.sk--inus t~_:~--. -. --·· -.-.c.-----
I 
" 
. '< ' 
. \ 
. ' .. \;,· 
be processe.d th.ro-ugh - th~ .M ·machines. 
' ' 
f ~-
...,.....::_::~,.....:..~----· ., .. --'--'---·-- _.:., . .:.. .• ~--,:- __ .;::_~_:...-:-'~--·-·..:.:.::..,.:;~"··-----.----~..,..,--.-"-·: .... ..::,_._· · 7 ......... :,, • ..:.:-;- -·-r=:: __ ~-:~~~ -·-'·:·,...._,.......-.: --· ~--:.:..,..~r-~-r-.:..-~ __ ..:..,.....,......,__~·-'·---- "-,-; .,....,., .. . 
. . ' ~ 
. '( ... 
. . . .. . : ~ .. , . 
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. . .. ·- ..... 
-- --
<V . t . ' .. ,.. (b) one (or several) of the technologically feasible sequences 
-which optimizes some criteria (inost commonly,, ~total elapsed time). 
~ l-- . , 
"\ 
:.:.. . ' ~ 
i This sequence probl~m can easily be set up fo~ s0-lt.ttion using some 
0
•• standard -operation research techniques (as will be discussed in later 
. __/ . 
-v ____ -----~--~ 
-------~ 




t.he extremely large number of µnknowns which must be obtained even 
fo'r a· relattvely .small '"sized problew-. Of cour_se, enumeration is -al-
. ·-·- )' .•. cl. 
ways possible although here again, it is usually: not feasible due to -0";:.:,--
the large number of p9ssible sequences which must be exam1ned even for 
5 small problems, e.g., a 5~job - 5 machine problem has (5!) 
24,883,200,000 possible solutions . 
'"" A somewhat simpler version of the sequence problem is that in 
. ; 
which all jobs ·take the same ·route through the machines and no passing 
,. 
of jobs· is allowed. -In this case, the number of poss,iule solutions· is 
n ! all of. which will be feasible and the problem becomes one of finding 
those sequences that minimize the total elapsed time. The term n! 
also increases tjuite rapidly. Iri fact, to check all possible solutions 
l 
------ --·------·· -- --• ,-ey, 
to a 20 job problem give·n that it takes 1 microsecond· to check each 
one and working at thiit rate for eight hours a day for 365 d~ys a 
' 
- .: . -,,.-·-
_·year would require· almost a quarte_r o! a million'years [l]. " 
. 





, . .,,/ . 
----- ------ . ----- -----------~---~ 
.' 
(same route - no passing) which has been more fruitfully investigated 
-- .. ·--. ------- ... _'. _______ -- -- ~-
· from a mathematical standpoint. It should be pointed out that the np 
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. ----The remainder of this tltesis. ;is divided· into two inaJqr sections, . -- y 
' 
~~amely: . ( · 
· (1) A literature review (Part. II) _with emphasis. on a general solu-. . 
,· tion to the "il· job M machine problem pro~po_~eLey..-i>udek -a-nd----~-- . 
Teuton .[7]. 
J (2) A c·omparison of curre·nt methods for solving ·the sequence 
.. prob.lem with ,.a niethod propos~d by this ""writer (Parts m and 
IV). 
Problem Definition 
In this section, the model developed QY Dudek and Teuton, who 
- extended the earlier motlel of Johnson (15), will be presented. 
~---·-·-· -.~-
-·-·· ·•-·"'·---·--- _,,.. .---.·-~---· ---~-----· .... 
As~wn_ptiC>ns _rn_ade in this oode±- are as fol-lows: 
•. 
,. 
A. Assumptions regarding machines: 
1. No machine may process more than one job at any given time 
a-nd each job, once started, must. be processed to complet_ion. 
~'1o;/l,i\\'u~.., 2. A known, finite time, is required to. perform each operation 
and the intervals for processing are independent of the ~- .... --·_ . '"-'-----' - ~ 
I • 
-i!···· 
• •• •• ·.' ···-····- - ----·-·· - .----·. - .•••.••• >-• •• 
order in which the operations are performed. 







1. All jobs are known and are completely organized for processing 
,.:..~ 
before the period under consideration ·begins. 
- 2 • All jobs are considered" equal in impo~tan~ Le_.·, there are 
.~ ,. 
- no due dates. 
~ 
___ ....... _ .. , ...... ---····· .... ---- . _( __ ······· ---·--- -- -· ---·-------------·· -..---·-····· ......... -____________ ......... -'--. -·-·---'~ -·.-------"'" .. --------.. - . 
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I 
. 3 •.. :Jobs· · ~;re proces~.e~ _ 9-_y, ___ tl\~ ... -m.a_chines~--.a.s .. -soett~-as pos-s-i-b-re ~fiia=--··1n ---=--· ·-------------·--------~---···. --...:..--......::.:--.-·--------"''-"'"'"''""'"'_' ____ .... ----~ •. 
- . ___ .. __ .. -- ·-·-· . 
- --- -- ----------~-=----------:--:--
___________ 
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~ common order-. . ,l. 
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~considered negligible or as a part of t-he--p-rocessing time OD 
the preceding machine. 
-·a. -In-process inventory is· allowable.~ . ..... 
Since a_!~_j_ob_s_____a._r_e_processed through--t-he- ~ rnachines.:-1n tlie -same---~------------- . 
order, it can be shown that we minimize total elapse~ time by minimiz-
ing the idle time on the last machine. For example, suppose we have 
:i-t three machines and three jobs. - A possible sequence for these three 
jobs is 1., 2_, 3 which can be tllustrated PY the Gantt Chart in· 
Figure 1. 
" -MACHINE-A 1 -. -2. 3 
MACHJ:NE.B 
, IB1 1 IB2 IB3 3 
. " . . . 
·, 
_ ... -······ ... · --· 
·, 




MACHINE C !Cl IC2 IC3 3 
Figure 1. Gantt· Chart (3-machines) 
From the we get, 
.and 
. : 
IC 1 B 1 
.IC1 + IC2 = max 
• - 'Ii 
.. 
- . ~ 
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where··y M.- -··o 
- L i 
... . i=l 
It should be pointed out here that the letters ··of the alphabet are 
.____ being used to indicate order,. i':&. , machine L is the machine before M, 
etc.) . 




'' ~ ..... 
w-1 
l 14 - { I Ki + l -IKclL1 } 
i=l i=l i=l i=l 
:· .. ; -·-· .. : :·, .. - ......... - -~.·-· . -~-... -
Continuing in this manner we.. can write. 
n 
\ 11\i • = max -l 1 l~v~ 
tad 
---,.. 
V v-1 { l'Li -l Mi + 
i=l i=l 
'" ·w w-1 
max r l ). max 1~..,..,,. L. Ki -_. L;.,.· + 1~......,11 ( ·)· 






To minimize total elapsed time, we muijt therefore minimize the ex-
n 
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Let --V v-1 ... •; 
• <'?. ., 
. Kv _(M' =' L1· -~ ~i + ~ l L ·1~s:v 
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•· ii~..... Ii'..~-- ' 
for notational simplicity 
-· ~' 
·····,> 
/ V ··v-1 
.. 
·-· 
~I -IM. . x· (II) L . + 
V -1 . 1 






1 ; -~ - ..... 
~-···--
--- .·-- '1,, -.:--then .· 
·:--.-.- --




-Conside·r the following t!(> sequenc~s: , 
"···:::•• ·:~,u 
._;-· '. ,_.·, 
S' = 1, 2, 3, ... ' ( j-1) , ( j) \, ( j + 1) , ••• ' n 
\: 
:l-:-·r . .....,.,-----:1. 
j,. •.. ," n 
f . . 
s". = -1, 2, 3, - ••• , . (j-1), (j+l) ,' ·(j), 1'. 
. . 
.i Let 




value of K (M) for sequence s' .. 
.. ·v .... V· -~··· ... - ....... _ ...... : ·-~ ., .. , -~-' ~ .. , ....... _ • .,. • _yr' -~·.. • • 
-~. 









. ' '. l 
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i'. t . 
~·· ' .,. \ 
. f ?·· .. 
I. 
+ 
------ --· ·--- .-- ·-, . i f 
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.J Obviously, KV (M) ,· = KV (M)", - l~~(j-1),p. -;,-i~l'._ .. . ',,~---


















However, K (M)' and K (M)" need not be equal for j<Vgi~ This 
V . V ' . 
fact· may mak~ S' .preferable to s" or vice v~rsa. Obviously, if 
\ 
/' 
max {K (M) , ~} ~ max {K (M)" } 
l~stl V 1~~ V 
then seq~ence S' is preferre~ since 
~ " it yields the same or less idle time on the last machine than does 
S". sequence O· 
--~-~~--. '-···--· .· -----=-~ ~ ... ·.-~----·----···:-··-:--,;·--···-----~--·-·-.,....--~--
-- . ---·-·-From-··an--lnvestigatioti~ into- the .. riature . .....:o.f···-tne ·xv-(lA:)-f· -a.nd·-·K·-·(s-)l.1 . -
. . . . V . 
. values~ Dudek and ·Teuton developed arid tested an algori.thm for ob-
~,. 
~aining optimum solutions to tl)e sequencing problem. A summary of 
_, -~- ·- ·-- ---·--- - --·~ ·-·-- - -r· 
;,•P· 
. the J!~_syits obtained in testing their algdrithm is contained· in 
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Mathematical" solutions to· the sequencing problem are as follows: . 
- (1)· n jobs and two machines A and B; -all jobs processed in the 
---· .. -·-----··-- ... - .,_., __ ..,. __ 
,,. 
·--~·"--------· . 
., . •·-· 
·-~.,. 
order A B • 
~-
. ~-(2) n jobs and three machines A, B, and C; all jobs proces~·ed 
· in the or·der A B C; other limitations as describe.d below. 
The rule for case 1 above is arriveq at. hy simply using the model 
set forth in the previous section as follows: 
Suppose we have two-· sequences, 
S' 1 . 2 3 
.. ' ' ' 
. . . ' j-1, j, j+l, j+2, ••• ' -Jl 
. : ---~ ,,_.- ... -.. ' . . .. ------ ---· --·- .. s'' - l, 2, 3, 
... ' j-1 , -j + 1 , j , j + 2 , - -••••. , ... n 
and let 
. K (B). = 
V 
V v-1 
\A.-\B . 1fu 1 i~l 1 
and K' (B) represent the K (B) value for· ·s' V V 
\'. ,, 
KJ' (B) represent the K (B) value for s-" ,. . V 
. V 
~.,.. 
•. •-,. • ..-.; ·"'": I • 
., 
then, as we have seen before, the total idle time on machine a· (w.hich 
) • '.I we must '.minimize is given by 
·n 
'I IB . = max ' K (B) 
. ' 
D • 
... : --- -· .--·~-----·~--- ---.-.- _,.. ··-·--~ -··•''".'" •·-·----···--- -
____ 
_ 1 l~V~ V 
1. _, -.L. 
' • w ,J"~l--
and 1et I'- represe,nt the value of. this-sum-for ·s~quence 
··- --- ~-------~- -
•· ·-1; 
-------










V'a lue of t hi· s sum for s·'·' 
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, , .. may make S pre.terab,le · to S or vice versa. 
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We. can· surely make the following statements: 
:(1) If max [K' . (8) , K' . (B)] . - max [K'' . (B), K". (B) J ·--then I' = I" 
J j+l . J . j+_!__ .,, 
and we have no preference of one sequence over the other. 




Max. [K' . {B) , K'. ~l (B)] -
-J . J+ .·' 
\ 
~Max [K" (B) , K". (B)] -
. . J+l 
. J 
/' 
, j+l j-1·· 
\A. - \ B Li L i 
i=l 'i=l 
. j~l j-1 













- B. ]· j+l 
j-1 j+l 
) A. 
-IB -. , 









. ·-· .- ... ~ .• 
SubtraCting \ Ai - ) · 
, l. - L B from the· right hand side of the above equations i 
• 1 • 1a 1= 1=.L 
., 
. , 
we get .... 
4





Max_ · [-A . .. ~ B . ] .. · < ·max, [ ~A · . ~B· -- _] ___ . . . . _,.,:. ··- ..... ·-- ,:. ........ --· - . - - . 
· j + l ' J j ,, '. j + 1 . 
_;. 
. 
wh_ich is the same as 
l • 
\. .f ·' . 
j _ Therefore, job j precedes job J+l if 
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Min [A., B ] 
r. J · · j+l 
1 /, 
--,1 
..... _ ' ' 
..< . 
'.i. ! ,. 
' .. • 
[Aj+l' B.] J. 
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·sequence 
j ,. - j+l 




- - I 
"· 
f.- .. 





.. _- . 
• 0-r------ll!:.., 
--~ -- --- . 
A·+1 
.J .. 
. ·-. .. ' - . -
~----·~·it---·--··---·----------- .. ---~----- .. ----- , __ ' _____ --'--- --~--.. ~---.---- -- -·- ...... --~---·------ - -
B ... 
J j+l, j 
Bj+l-·j- . J"+l J' 
. -From this table, we can deduce the ·familiar rule [15]: 
' (1) Pick the job with .the smallest proce_s~ing time; in cas·e of 
~ 
ties, ta,~e either. 
, ...... ._,, 
___ , (2) If t.his time· occurs on machine A (the first machine), se-
quence the corresponding job in the first position . 
.. '(3) If this time occurs on machine B, sequence the job· second. 
(4) Eliminate the processing times of this job frorn further 
consideration and repeat the above steps un_til all jobs 
have been seguenceJ. 
This model· when extended to the c~e of three machines and.,. n 
I 
jobs has been solved only for those cases where either or both of 
the fol!owing two ~conditions hdld ( all. jobs processed· in the order .. 
ABC): 
(1) The smallest processing ·time for machine A is at least as 
I 
. 
,. great as the largest processing time for machine BI -
:t) -
'.(i) The smallest processing time fo·r machine C · is· at le~st ·as 
... 
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and then work the prob-lem as tho-ugh it were a two machine (XY) prob.;. 
. 1J,:'"'t 
-
---- '·; . 
· lem. . The resulting optimal sequence will also be opt~mal for the· 
or~ginal problem. \ 
,_ ~ 
-· -- -----~~---~---·-- ----- --
.. , 
.....__ . 
Linear Pro·gramming Approach 
.1 
. . 
The linear programming ['·5 '] approach to the ·sequenqe problem can 
be stated as follows: 
~~'4 . 
~ Suppose we have three jobs requiring operat·ions on four machines 
























I> . MACHINE 
A B C D 
2 4 3 ? 
2 6 5 4 " 
3 2 9 3 
~' 
each job . follows: l.S as 
:,(;-' 
1 2 3 4--· 
A B C o· 
. 
- . -··"······-·· ·------
··-- -~----· ··--·-·-···- · ~r;.;:, .. ~-':-.--· .·. . . .. .. .. . . ·,·-.- .-~--,--·-.. -·-· -
·MATRIX ... 
-- _.~,. .- ., z D A· C B-
-·~··' . 
No·te ·that although in this case all products are process.ad on each 
' 
machine this 1 s not a requirement •. 
· 
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Af1 v~riables ha'Ve either the value of O (meaning an operation 
I .. 
. . 
· is not· taking pl~~e) . or_ 1 (meaning that an operation is tak-
.. 
" 




~:1' ~:2' . . . ' 
YC:I' Ye: 2··, ... , 
. I 
. ZB: 1, ZB:2' ... , , 
XD•T; ,. YA:l' 
? 
·--·--·-··--·· 
Yc:T; . YD: l'' 







ZD:T > 7 
' . 
. . . ' 
. . . , 
. . . ' 
0 




B:1' YB: 2' , • • • '· 
j<':" 
... 
YD:T; ZA:l' ZA :2' ... :, 
Zc :T; -Zo: 1, Zn :·2' .... ; 
Condition I will therefore yield 24 T constraints .. · 
\ II: We mu,.?t be· assured that all operations_ are performed, which 
can be accomplished by the following constraints: 
. ,
. 3 .·\ ZB . 




where all ·expressions are summed- for i 
- - I . 
\ XD . l :1. - 2 
3 
1, ~' ... ' 
\ 
c-,-."'.'·>·~·- .. ·.-:-···-;·;··· -
T •. Condition II 
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And the same for machines B, C, and D which will yield a total of· 4l 
constraint,s. ..,... .. ~,-· 
IV. The order matrix must be satisfied requiring const-raints of 
the following fonn: 
. j-1 j~l 
. 
2 
~=J s: I ~=i; 4 Xc:j s:,l ~=:i; 
i=l . i=l 
j = 1, 2,/•••, T 
. -"' 
3 ·x0 .· :J 
j-1 
~-\ X . 
. L C:i 
i=l 
. I 
which states that !or job X (refer to the operation tim~ matrix and 
the order matrix) two hours must be completed on machine A before 
~y time is' expended on machine l3 (on. job Xf; likewise, 4 hotirs on B 
bei'ore any on C and. ·Jr hours on C before any on IJ. 
This restriction will yield a total of 3 .. x T x4--0r'1-2-T con----
'straints. 
--~· \ 
v. > . It is generally required that once an operation is begun on 
, . 
a machine, it continues to completion withoutjinterruption 
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, ·~1:f there -W~~e, · for example,.- a · 1ooOOQl -sequence of X. · values, at the 
A·:1 
• ' ,. " " . ·-·· ' . 1.. .. f~rst 1.,, i.~-., 3 > 2. --The constraint .in effect will not·, allow 1' s 
to ever be s~arate.d by zerQs .• 
T x 3 .. = 12 T constraints. 




Objective ;Functio_n: · 
The objective 1·s to have all final epe,rations completed as soon 
.,. 
as possibl~. · In this _example, the earliest completion time is 
C C C· z 
Min [ l Xi;. I Yi -~-....... ; l Zi J + l Dj = 18 
i=A i A, .i=A , j X 
·"-




so we will penalize any operat.ion being performed after 18 time units. 
... 
· Also,, the penalty must get stiffer the further away from 18 we g.et. 
I 
- ··-----------





The objective function must therefore be or.the following form: 
,1 
OF - l (Xo:19 +·'',.yD:19 
Evaluation: 
3 (XD:20 + Yn:20 + Zn:20> + 
9 CXo:21 + Yo:21+ Zrr:21> + · • · +· 
K.r (ZD:T + Yn:T /> + Zn :T). 
-~·- :.., .·. 
,i ': .·, 
-ni~ude for T; the easiest· way· being to merely pick a feasible sol-
... 











' ·•,. !7, 
--·--·--···- --·--·--------- ·utfon and evaluate t·he"time r~quired. 
. Here, a. feasible size · for- T [ 










-- ··- -· --r--·-· 
of .o~ly ~·~re, jo_bs_~ng. four machines, there would b_~ ?.~- T- + 12 + 4 T . ~.t -
--- -- -----~---- ---~3-.-·---------------·---- -------------·-··· ·-
-------- ----
' - ; ... 
- ..• ;,.--- . ..-- ' - -- ---------------
t . 
· <+ 12 T + 12T = 52 T + 12-~= 1312 variables fn ~the linear pr9gram. no·t .... _____ .. ___ · - ---- -t -
.. .. 8 
. " . . 
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. ·'"/ 
·~ · counting.the-.slack variables •. It .does not appear that the linear_·. 
' ' -
' programming appro~eh offers much hope for ·a practical solution to 
':: 
-
. - ' . 
. the sequencing problem. . . 
.. ""· ,-
,-
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._ The sequencing prob_lem can also be-set up. as an i~tege"r 1-i.near 
. . . 
- -- ---- ------~-------::c,.·_,.,~-1 
I .• ' 
~ t __ ; ____  
:·---
·. program (26) , however, tnis method is likewise not feasible as yet· 
- «l,,~ 
· -(for large n) although there is oore hope for this method than for t~e 
. I -, ' 
.::. 
straight linear progiaJDJD,ing met~ 
f 
J)ynamic Programming 
,,., ......... ,. 
Dynamic programming has been applied to the two machtne case 
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cussed. In the words of Bellman and Dreyfus [ 4 J , ''there seems to be 





The so-called Akers~Friedman production scheduling problem (3] 
~ 
refers· t2 the case of two part~ which must ,be processed on some or, 
.. , 1 
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-D-- ·-- ~--· ------ ----- ------ - ·--· --·-- .. -- --· . - ~-- - -··· -·--· ·- ·"------ - __ c_ .• ---1 'll 
. -
~ . . ---~· --- ---- -. - --· -- -. -
can be illustrated as follows: 
Suppose we have tJVo jobs requiring processing on fpur machines 
with processing times and order as follows: 
{ . 
PROCESSING TIMES PROCESSING ORDER 
----·-· 
' ' 
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~This problem can be represented~graphically as in Figure 2. "'The 
~ ,.:... 
" -o~jective is the same as previously- discus·sed; namely,. the minimiza~ 
t·ion bf t tal elapsed t.ime to complete the two jobs. 
. ' 
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i 
' . 
to this problem which was then extended and made rigoro'1s by Hard-
. . 
gra~e and Nemhauser [ llJ. The method consists essentially of ,locating , ., 
,;..~--- ....,{ . .,,.,~-,,,_ ·- .--v-J 
that ·pat):,1, from (0 ,0) to point P consisting ,only of .. vertic~·1, horizon-
. . . 
...,. 
~<\ 
. . ~ 
tal and 45 degree lj.nes,· which has the maximum amormt of diagonal 
J" 
'\ 
movement~ Of course, the lines must be upward or to the right in 
' 
direction and cannot enter a reglori o.f infeasibility which mean that 
both Jobs· are on the same machine at the same time. (the rec1;angles 
-·· . - --· . -:;:- -·-
in Figure ·2). The drawback· of the method is that th.is optimum path 
could not ~e located directly but ra\her.a region is defined afid 
,t 
... 
then all paths in this region must be evaluated to find. the· optimum 
~ -solution. 
.-
,' . . J / 
' ·. 
However, Wlodzimierz Sgware developed a methoq [ 24] which did -- .. __ _._ ··~· .. 
., 
C:, • L• 
lead ditectly to the optimum.J.solu~ion through the use of dyna·mic · 





First., let us ___ ·define the fo llow.i ..ng ___ te.ru)s.: ., 
. ' . - . . . - ' ' - '.'""' ·-·---~-----·-----···----• 
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. . . . - . . . ..... 
~ 
of the diagonals (with negative· sfope~,l _ fn the r,c~ . J ~= ., 
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. ) r- .-_. -.. ~ .. _ i.:_· --.--_-••• - ---- Ad-ja·cent - - node-· -1 is a·djacent t~ ~~.d~-2 Pro-;~ided·=·--. -_-:::___:-;-r--· , ..... • 
L. . ·- . . r .) ~L .· ·=-·---·--·--·-------·---.:::a·~-·;~~~~ 1 and 2L c~~ be. conn~~~-~d~:~·1~~· 6n~ ·~;·;;;-:-· _,,, _______ ,,, __ 
it·-~ .I. i •. 
@1 ' --·'3 
f ' 





. straight lines (0, 45 o~ 90 degree lines) • Also, . 
. I i • 
- : ---~~---· -·--. from node 2· to __ no~- 1 mus_t __ he_,,_up.ward and/o.~. ti> · 
.~ 
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_ the right -in di-rection. · · 
. . .
b. No nodes other than 1 and 2 . are on the line. \ . -
'·n(w) = all nodes' that are. adjacent to w •· 
' l 
(w)- = a -node which is adjacent to w; w e rr(w.) • 
f (w) -~~n w e _TT(\\f-) [ d(w 'w) + f (yi)] 
\ 
,. . ,..,. 
By· numbering the nodes in decreasing order of coordinates ·with 
r. 
the.priority of largest abscissa, then largest ordinate the set of 
·;.nodes are numbered as ~l (14, 1~) , w2(14, 10) , w3(9, 12), w4 (9, 0), w 5 (5, 2) , · 
. . 
The- numlfer of nodes does not excee-d 
2 M + 2. We then proceed to set up the following table: 
.· ·~. 
• • I • ~ 
.. '-~-----·- ..... t .. ] 
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- w /0 ,,,, 
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w /1 2 
_j j -- . w~--- ~;;w3 





w /6 - . · 




--~-- ~· ____ ·:w.,., ______ ----_------~z,~·-·--·-
wzt~ 
________ w.2L1A ----~j/12. -- .. - ' -. . ··------'-- ·i2 _ - ---~- ,·- . ---~-·. __ · · · 
' 
,, 
~ - . . 
, I . . .. 
.,,1-··----------L------·· -····--------·. _ ----· · __________ w'-8-----·------w4 ;:w5 ~w6 ,_w7 ______ w4/4 _____ ... -w.5<4 .. -·-···---·~_:c_w6/o __ W7/112 . ..... -4 
-~1 
This table giVies the minimum idle time route from -point (0 ,0) to ; 
- --.:_~- -·-·- . - ·-· •.. - -.. ··- .. ---···--_ -- -- ---··-···--·-.-·-·------------. ---··---- - --· _-----····-----·. -·-- ···· .. --. . .-.. _ . , .. - -· .· ..... -- .. · . .:\~""''"':'.'.'.~ ·.·, - ·-. ·· .. -·· -. ·--···J"' ..... ,< •• ·-•• - •••••• - ...... _ • __ ,_ -- ... --·· •• ·-, _··_··-.··, .. : _. __ ', ·-··-.- ••• ' .. --.·-··-- •• •• : • • -· •• .... -· ... ·--·---· , •••• : ••• - : •••• -.~ ...... ~-. ·- "" .~- ., .... ·: ·- •• ----- •••• , ••••• '~--··-
I 
.• ----· .. - - --- .. ·. ~c .::::-··,-:::C:i:: :P_Q.yl 1; J> ~-. . . '.['~e;~J:g }i~ ..... i.~g . fg~t~:1~::--ey :i~!~!, :!:~~ !~: !~ .•.. ~~-::.!::.?: .·. ~~ ' -:f rc:>J!LJ'l5:_:::~_::.::~::'.'.:.::2 =-l 
~.- ----..~-----.. _~---.:.~ ,· 
·.\f< • 
1, . 
.t_o w2 , and fro~ wz-to w1 .- A_nd, of c.ourse, we always. sta_rt _off· in a_ 
•-.. . ., -
. - .------
--(' ·--- -·--····a1~g6haI·=~ti1·~;;~t10~~----i~~-;oni ·• e-~~fi-.node (prov1cr~if-"w'e !lon-1 ~er1teLr -an ·;r~a-··o-f--~ -=------- -
- _-\ I. 
~ 
infea_sibility) · ·as is indicated -in Figure 2. ·" 
.. , 1 . 
'.·-i_ 4 . ...:... - ~ . . .· .·.. ' . ' _._. ... '. . _. :..:..:.:..:..·· . - ..... . _·.....,.._ .-......... "'' ...... - --a..,,-_.:.: ...... ,..,_ .:..~·-_. -. :... .... , ___ ,, ..:.. .. :_·.,._:,. 
·. - .. . ·--.... ~ .. --~ --- .. - . - ·l - , .... ... • ... •• .. .,;..._..."'. :'"· .• _.,..,..·_ ,_-, .• ~·. • ·- . ..:., . ..,.., ,.____,;_ ·-· ~:: .• -~c'._.a.. ,.,:, ;• 
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.be ,seen that the f 8 =:4 means that.there will b~ four'hours 9f idle· 
.-1 
time. 
. __ ,.,. 
- ' " 
'Thi~ gra_phical method is an easy way to solve the two job M 
, . 






any practical·-way to· ·solve for optimum solution in problem~ invo~ving 
mo.re than two jobs. 
,1 
··-..-:_ 
Samp 1 inJI.t-~~~-~:2 
' ·. . ~~,,, ......... 
·--........., 
,. 
Heller [12] has stated, as a result .of nume-r ____ ~cal experiments, 
c ;'.''"'<l·",j, 
that the distribution of· ~chedule times ·(total elapsed times for var-, 
'· 
ious sequences.) is normal. for large numbers of jobs. 
- "\1 





! ! . 
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.. -·----,,.-. •--••.--,·F~. ~----,· •'- -- .. .,·-~--·-·-·----·•••·•-•--•·•.•- ,•- -· ----··· ---·-----···-------- ·----·--··· .. ---·--··- -·--···-------··-·· ...... , •. . -· ••·•·•· ···-
-······- _---~~.,_7,-· This result is of importance in sampling because it· means that we 
are dealing with a decfsion problem under risk rather than a decision 
problem under uncertainty. The problem under risk is gener~lly pre-
ferred because we can make estimates of the number of samples needed 
before sampling. 








. ~ ',, l . 
the lower ~ port ion of the totality of permutations, ordered from the_ --~-----~---------~---'--'E 
___ .,,..._ ---- ---------------- - -- ... - --, . ---------
· smallest to the !argest total proce~sing time, then we select the 
. . 
-~-------~----- ----
~--------- ---~ --- ---- - -------- - - - --- --- .,,. 
., 
smallest Sample size· N such that (l-13)N < 1-Q'. For example, if we 




'· wish with probability , __ 95 to find a sequence in the lower .05 portion, · · 
. ~ - ~ 
~~·--=-:-~:..--;-.;:;_:·· - '---·--- "'"'----·- -· :. - . - ~ ---~~ .,-·_ ..... .. .... • ..• ,. . .• -------------·_ ----··--------· ----·-· ·-····--····· ... ---------- ,- ·-- .... ' . ·- ··-·----·«-··----- -·· . ·- ------ _ _,_ ·----·--·····-----------· -·----··------------- --- _------.... :----· .. ---~---------- _- __ _. ___ _ 
tpen we ·calculate that N = 59 using th~ above relation [10]. 
I 
~·.~;.-,,.~~-,- .,-._,,_._.,.._- .. ,., '-+---,L~-~~,~.:. V, ....,_~_.:,, l- $,-...,,,._~->,_:-,o.c..-- •'.,,e--~ .... - ..... ,-- .. , ,.-,-~-.. c•• ·-•••-•••·-·-·----o-+ ••. - -.--·•-· •• -"•,.~ •. •,.,..-,---" -----,,. 
- --- - - •• -- .;,,.,._ ••• -·-- -- ---- - - -- -- --1 --- ---- -~--·---- ..,. _ _._. ~- - __ ,._ ________ ... _,....._.-'-'--'.,,._,__.· ___ ... _ ....... _ .. 
---------- ··--·---·- --·--······ -·-·······--,·--·-·----------------- ..... ----·· ---··--·- -~- ·----··--------~----·--"·-···--·------·---~ . --------·-·--· .... -·-···--· ............ ··--·--. ··-. 
-
.... _ ( 
Giglio and Wagner [10] summarize the samplj.ng ap_proach in the ~ 
-
·-------- -.. ------------·-----=-~---------·----'--------fo:rlowi."lig··manner: -··tt· has the mertt- that-- pro·babi1-1·s¥1c,·_-_:error:- state::·--·=======-==---=:'.:~-==··-=.::--=::...::--=--· 
0 
-
, .. ..,. ... 
: 
• -- - _1_ -- -· - - -------·-
\ ., 
ments can be made, although, like other approxi.ma t ion techniques, it 
'\. 
. -
do·es not, in, general, provide any indication of whether the best ob-
' -. ( 
' I 
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. . . . 
.tained' so.lution is actually optimal:. ·-Further,_ the- error ·,sta-tments_ 
. _j. 
. ' . 




themselves are not.· about- the principle: quantit-y 0~ interest . (total··-pro- .. 
cessing time) but about the ranking of .:the .solutiozr among all possible·· 
sequences .. 
Heuristic Approaches . · 
. . 
~ 





[20] problem E. s . Page • which he applied sequencing was 1n 
. . \. . ' 
\. 






The t·hree methods .whi.ch Page emp~oyed can be illustrated by 
·the following examples· (~uppose there are four jobs - 1, 2, 3, 4): 
. 1) Merging . 




• • I 
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2 1 4 3 
(12). · (34) 
·-· ..... 
---
---------------- - ·--- --- -
13 
-- -\ -----··-··--, . . - . . -}-.. . . .. -~·· ·-·- - - ----. , .... ··-· --,-------
vs 
. :.·•' ' 
-------~---~---~ -~ ---------------··· --- ----·- --··---·--··-· --------·-·-- -----
-·--- -· - . - -- " . . ·- ' - .. -
. .. ··-
·~-·-··-. -- ·: · (13) 
·, 
•-.', 
\ . ,, 
Sequence next \to arrow 
indicates better of the 
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1 2- 3 
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p . t 
finish 
SI,,,_. "·' ' · ~"' -·•·,~,- , ••. ., •··' ,_- -...-,_,,_ -""~ ,. •,_._,,aM- _,._., -· •_.,.-.-c,0,_--• •0 .. _,.•,•s - _>' • " · •• a~.-;.,-... , r..-.1·•. ,, ···.·· •. 
. .... '-. -- ....... - •.)·_ -- - , ... ---·· -- .-- . - .. ---- . 
In the exchange method,. we start with the sequence 1234 and· 
' ,I 
I :_~ ' make repeated trials- to .. see· if the exchange of any two adjac~nt 
i jobs will yield ~ bett.er solution. We are finished when no such 
,, 
' 
.. ~ exchange will improve the 1 total elap~ed time (note that this 
.. 
does not" ensure an optimum solution since exchangtip.g the first 
and third, second and fourth, etc., might still improve the solu-
tion that this-method yields.) 
--~------------·----·---.----- - ------------------ -
. -·-~·---~----·-··---------------·-· ·-·-··------·-----·----·-·-----·- .. -~ ______ ..,_ ____ ,, ___ l.._. 7 
' -1..:., - ------~~ --- -----------------------~-------·-· --- ---- --








,·· ,·-···---····· ------,----- ·-·-···--·-·· ·------ --· ... ·.--·- --··-·-- - ·-· ·- ... ---- -· ·--· ..•. 
_j_9bs a~d _ ~, _ ~ L .. ~ ma,(!~~~~~. _ The results can be ___ ~~_:ri.zed ~:~.-±q_llo!~_; _________ _ 
,.a. •• 
r."' 
• -t.. •. 
. 
. ·.:; '. p=----- - 1 • Merging and exchanging took about the same ·· amount of 
. '· 
. .·. -- - ..... · - - -~----. -------------
l 
.. 
- computer time and s_ince a better solution '(less total . ! 
• ----------- - - "~, ................. -------- ...... ~-·- ... -. ... -· ... ~ .-.......... ·-- ·-·· - ,__ -·------------·-··' -- " .. ,,...-.-~,.-.... -· ··-·--·--- -·-- 11-·-··--·--· _,_, __ -~ -- -···-- -·--· .. -· ···-· "·--·-····"·-------·· ----------·-···-.-------··-·-·.....-------rt•--- ··:·---·----~ .. ----·----~·---~--·~-,: 
' ' . ! 
~ . -· .. "_ 
-----------·----. .--·--·----------~· . ------·------·---=---~-"-
I ! i . 
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--:· - ' - - - ·-·-- -
elapsed time) was -:~eraTiy __ obtained with the merging __ 
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,, 1.~ .... 
. . · .. 
• ·t 
. · 24 
....... -.. , . 
,. 
2. The pairing method obtained the poorest solution (which · 
• <1>, . 





··had. the advantage that it- took conside~able less computing 
• • - • • '.,., ·~ --f t 41, • time. 
Method of Whit·e and Brooks 
- ~ -,1'>·-
~ ~....;,~---
A solution to--the sequencing problem as defined in the section on 
;, problem definition, except tha:t passing is allowed, has been proposed 
by White and Brooks [6]. It can best be described· as selecti~ve enumer-
. -~ 
.-ation wherein then jobs are successively ·sequenced .th~ougb.each of 
the M machines by examining the minimum possible total elapsed·timj at 
each decision point and going down that path which shows the most 
promise, • l. • e. ' 
( 
· , elapsed time. 
pick that sequence wi.th the ~inimurn "possible" total 
After this initial "go~d" solution is obtained, all 
o.ther paths. atte then examined until either of two conditions 09c~rs, 
•·. 
' 
namely; (l)· a better solution is obtained, or (2) t.he minimum possible 
total elapsed time for the path being examin·ed already exceeds the · 
.) 
d total elapse·d time obtained with the initial "good" ,solution. 
' . l, 




··-· · , . · A complete -and _ lengt_h_)L __ nume rical--examp-le- -O~-:--the-:--method ---is- -'-g-i-ven----::,. _________ :._:~=-------\-... - ' ---·------- ··-~-~ . -~ .. ,.·· - . _ ... ,_ - \ ~- -~ ---- . . --.. -•»•·-·-·-·- ,_,..,, .. _, _______ . --- --------~---··-··· . ····-··-- -·----·· - ___ ...... -·· -···-·-·· ,, .... 
0 
• in - re_f~rence. [ 6]. 
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•.\. . .. ··- ..... ---· - --, -------------~---·- -···· -·- -- . 
·i 
... -·· I . 
~· i 
-·-~:··rf", th~ solution to the Akers-Friedman· problem. J .. l ,-
. 1 ,, 
'( . 
.. f t 
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. 4 . 
Attempts have been made through linear progranuning, i~teger linear· 
.  
. .... _ 
-~ 
programmi-ng' dynamic programming' ·saomp l'ing' and. heuristic approa~.hes. 
... 
·But the fact remains that there is still no practical way of obtaining 
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is no way, at pre.sent, for recognizing a solution -as optimum even when 
"' ' 
one is obtained. 
It is my opiq!9n that future improv_enients are most 1·ikely-'to be 
' . ~ 
drawn from heuristic· approaches, partic-ularly if a method- can .. be found 
for ·recognizing an optim~ solution·. 
····--~~ 
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~ - . -·- . 
I-was somewhat surprised when the merging me~hod of·E~ s. Page 
. yielded better solutions than the exc.hanging method. An attribute of . 
an opt_i~um solution is that exchanging. any two adjacent jobs will not 
---.. ·----~--- -·-·------· -----------------. -- . - ~------------------ : .. -_ ·--·--··,---, --------·-- ------~.--- -----'---·-·-·-- - _----:-· ··-·-~----·--
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~ . .. . . 
. ~/· ; 
this attribute would be ·a fairly "' " . good one as was pointed out by 
~ Litsios [16] .-The only question one might have would be whether or not 
,0 
· the exchanging metho-d would yield its solution in a reasonable length 
------··-··--·-
· of time . 
.. 
On the other hand, the merging method held no particular intuitive 
ap.peal for obtaining a "good" solution. It _did, however, appear to ~b-
. . 


















The proposed method is one which makes use of an idea which ·is 
-j 
d j 
-, 't j intuitively appealing although .it is not mathemat~cally correqt. Sup.pose 
\ ". . ' ' . . t]lere are four. jobs and ·tha t the sequence 1234 has a lower total elapsed 
. . 
--- --- ----- ---- -- --be-fore job 4-·-to -obtain ·an optimal so-lut,ion. is .. erroneous, of · cours~,. .. ·( 
l 
.j . ,, because -this -statement is- no:t indep·endent- o.f th_e position5, of jfbs 1. 
and 2~ 
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· probably more· often right than wrong". ·1. therefore decided -to at~empt · 
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to discover how we11· a method ~tilizing thi~ erroneous conc_lusion might 
work in obta·i11ing ~. " '' ' geod--· solution to -the· sequence problem. 
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--- The method developed to. employ- this concept is 1-·11ustrate.d--1n - c-""- _ ............... ~ .. . ................. 




. -the· diagram in ·figure 4. Actually, if t.his -(liagram · is examined care-
,--
/ f~l1y, · one will see that it is not too unlike the method of exchanging. --· ... -- • - -r---- -- . 
.. . ~, : 
~. -- . 
eftl' The· compact working model fof. -the_ netw~_rk method which was used in 
,. 
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'-------~-----/-· __ ~'·---~1niti.a~ t.est--i-ng~Gf~---the network method was done a.t----tevels of f~ur ,--------'-j-·/,---
.. I 
--- . --~~··- ---.t_,.'-.•"-- '.., .... - X -
five and six jobs -and three, £i ve and seven ·machines.-- Among the 
questions to be examined were the following: 0 
\ 




efficiency ·o:e· the network method? 
What effect ·ctoes the level, 
/ 
i.e. , ,the number of _,Jo1>s and 
the number of ~chi~es, have on the efficiency of the method? 
Is. t-he network method a -seeking method? ,, 
,/ To answer the first .question, it wa·s decided to apply the network 
' method 2n (n = number of jobs) ,times with starting points (1, -2, ••• , n 
, 
------- --~-----___ -,. ~-:.· ____ , b-e·rn.g···-tne·-orde·r pf the -·johs ____ as ____ gen·;rat_e.d.---by-·th-~--·;;~·d:~-Iri~nutnb~r--;;~;-;;;~;) ! ~·' . . . 
·\ . 
'-:. · .. - . , -· ~ . - - as· follows: · 
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· The second question could possibly be answered through· regression 
-an~lysis of the results obtained at th~ previously defined nine·levels 
at whidh tests were to be .made • ,, The third- question would be investi_:-··----. .--,~~.:.~\ 
gated by simply repeatedly app.1ying the -n~twork method to the solution 
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The results of initial testing are·cJ>ntained in Appendix·,.v.and, 
in general, were quite satisfactory to me at the time. Gigl\,o and Wagner 
[ 10] .tested several methods of solving three machine problems and with 
the Johnson approximation described earlier obtained the optimum solution 
t in nine of. twenty. tests (45%). An average value of the ratio (Johnson 
Solution/Optimum Solution) of (103. 09) was obtained. They summarized 
these results a~ follows: 
" The Johnson 
number. of. optimal 
of schedules that 
approximat.ion seems to yie-ld a relatively large 
solutions; also, a significantly large number 
- ff -are nearly optimal •.•. ·· 










--- ------------ -~ -~..:_______ from· Appendix v;. at the ·s·ix job - three machine level ;---the results 
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' ' ' 
average value of ·the;; ratio _:.~~<~.~~~~---~q~y_tJ9:t,1,_9ptain.ed/op±imal __ :_so1ution},.,_ -- ---·--:-:--~---=--. -----· 
• -• ~. ••· • _, •• """. • •• -,-r•• •- ... -•.••••,• • -• ••• • •'"' • •• • • ,,.. .. ' • • • 
-•-'-- ----~--.--,:...~,= .... ------y-·......_~ 
was (100. 62) = From this comparison alone, it would appear that the nEit- . .: .· 
__ · work met·hod is. certainly a step in the right direction . 
\ . 
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. Distribution of the Number of Sequen·ces Examined _by the. Network ·Method . 
. It was then decided (belatedly) to investigate the ~a·ture of the'_ r ' 1. 
n-etwork method with -regard to the .number of different sequences t.hat 
. ~ . 
-are examined in applying it. The following facts wer.e discovered about 
-- . 
. ., 
. .- the method: 
----=---~----.----- --· -. 
(1) Minimum number of sequences · examined in appl.ying the n~t-
J work metho·d = n (whe~e n is the number of jobs). _,) 
-(2) Maximum number of sequences examined in applying the 
network method· =· 1 + 2 + • • . + (n:...1) + 1 • 




i_n applying the netkrk method ='[(11'-_Z_+, •• + n +1)/2], 
i~e., the distribution of the number of, sequences examined 
-~ .. :._. _,. ~ --. .,_ ·-· .. ---·-·-···-- ___ , ---·. 
i9 skewed to the left. 
Using these facts, it is instructive to construct the follow.ing 
. 
table: 
,, Number Mean Total· 
of Number Possible 









6 11. 0 .. <. .. 720. 
·7 
203 5040 ... --... --.-' -.............. •. -~-------·· -•--- - - .. --~-- ..... ··--=-· -···· -- ·- .. ' ---- ... - ~-- ·-· ,_ --· 
8 18.5 
- 296 
_ ..... j, 40320. ------...------. --.--- -----------~------- --.-
- ---; -
---
four, five tnd six.level werenot too significant after all, ang __ p~r-












a,::C---·----------"'"'..:~.--~ -~--~~e- _ ~-----~=--t·Iciilarly--s~ at the fo~1ir--·and five job- level. ------It- was therefore decided -----~--------"'·-~-
9
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to .. start a new series of t·ests startin'g at seven jobs ·so .. that the number 
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of' sequences examined would be a relat·ively sma_ll- percentage of the 
totality of ~possible· sequences.· 
. . 
In addition, it was decided to obtain the starting sequence through 
' .. 
. '•. 
random sampling rather· tl;lan simply taking the starting order as 1, 2, 
• • . ' n. 
__ .._;,.,.,..,_·-· ~ .. :. .~,---·~ ·---~ .. ··--·-·--
Also, ·to ·~ak~ the method more f~-~-~~-~!-~ _{ttro~w-t_s._~) ___ t_Q_Jl_p_p__l__y __ ·=-· ---.--~ ~--- -c 
·-,c .- ... ···.·---.-····· ·--·"'··.····--·-·- - .•. - . . - - ···--·- - ·······················-·-----·--·--.. .. .. . .. - '----~-·---'-----~-'-, 
with large n the method wouldwbe applied only twice with the second·. 
application using the result of the first,··as its starting point. This 
second application of the method was simply to discover i-f the. network· 





point ·through random sampling was suggested .to me by Giglio and Wagner 
J- . • 
who stated in the summary of their article that they foresaw- a coupled 
Monte Carlo and heuristic gradient search as a possible next step. 
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· ·other· Methods Used For Compa~ison 
Since· the network method would hardly be worthwhile· if there were 
'. 
· ,- -other methods availab_le· which yielded better solutions, it was decided 
to compare the method with'currently available metliods including the· 
following: 
-- --~--------- - ----------·------------~----~--.,... --·-
.; 
___________________ , _______ , _____ . -· 
~ ----~- ____ ... __ . 
____. 
( 1) The merging method of E. S. Page· as previously defined. . , 
(2) . The method of White and .-Brooks except that it is truncated 
after sequeneing the jobs throtig_h the fir·st machine since 
passing is not allowed. 



























(4) The method of Dudek a.nd Teuton with truncation after obtaining · 
a solution which is comparable to their "fitst~_~ __ s<?J.~io1.3. 
--~"-·~· ~~~~-~-----~------v ----- ------------------·-···----/--
































·Desig~ of Tests 
It was hoped to fit a regression curve to the results obtained \ 
at each level to be able to pred_ict how effective the network method 
miglit be at levels other than those tested. I therefore decided that 
at--1yast three levels of jobs and three levels of machines would be 
required. It was not kno~ whether to expect a linear or quadratic I' 
relationship, however since·a monotonic function was expected (hopefully 
.. ~ 









- - . -·. 
-- -·- -··· -· ··- . tiori ___ iii the levels was required.. Therefore, keeping cost in mind and 
. -__ .. _-_.i-
' . ~ 
I 
the previous·ly decided upon minimum of seven j~bs, it- was decided to 
---. ---
. -·-··-
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-nine ma-chines. · It was a.:J.,s.;o decided t.o ru.11 ten tests at each----1ev_el _____ _ 
- ···-·····--····------- --·--··--
- although it is now bel,ieved fhat a sequential des;gn wo1.ild ~ve been· -
! ..... ,. ~ -
more a_ppropriate. .... ~ 
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·' 
Comparison Technique· : ... ··;:? 
,, ' 
. • . 
Complete enumeration of .all n! sequences will, o:t co1irs~, yield 











quired :for this method of solution.· 
s·1nce -.,the various methods to be tested requ~red widely· varying . 
. 
computer times .it seemed that ·pairwise t - tests would be the more 
r·-'-.. 
appropriate comparison tool than analysts of ~riance. . This was be-
\ 
-
cause the, computer time required for the network method co,uld be "varied 
depending· on how large a random sample was ·taken to obtain· a starting 
point. There:fore, it was de,cided to compare the network method against 
==~~· .. -~-"----;:_;::::t·-.. -~--·--·· ... ...... . .... ' .. 
each of the o.ther methods in turn • 
In addition, it seemed logical to compare the methods on two 
bases, as ,,follows: 
.:(1) Total elapsed time measured in time units. 
(2) Total elapsed time measured in the number of standard de-
viations·from the mean (using ~~mpling results). 
Results .. 
... . 
- .:.. .. -~' 
The method of White and Brooks, with changes as previously de-
'· 
. s.c.ribed, . is not very effective with. the type of sequence, problem being -----
dealt ·with- in-- this t'iie.sls~. In almost every ·case, the· method yielded ~-··-· 
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-----·-~- --'--,'<~-. -. -_-T-he objective then became to compare my network method with 
random sampling, merging and the method ·o:f Dudek and Teuton. 
a.) - I - ~ Netv,ork Method vs. Random Sampling 
level 1: Absolute - all t values positive; overal~· 
-·----~-~ ------------. _:_ -. _--------------- --'-----t-·-·=·--5-.51 ---- ----- ----------
. ..• 
Terms of a - all t values positive; overall 
t = 5.59 
Level· 2: Absolute - all t values positive; overall 
t = 6.91 / 
~ a 
Terms of a - all t values positive; overall 
t =- 7 .10. 
Conclusion: Netork Method is superior to Ra-ndom Sampling. 
b.) Network Method vs. Merging · · 
-- .V,,. Absolute - 6 of 9 t values positive; overall 
t = '1.52 0 
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,11. Terms of cr 
- 6 of ~9 t values positive; ove~Ei.!!_ _________ ··------.------
• _ __i_ •,";,! {! 
·1 
• 
....... ······--- ··---·-··-- -----···-- - .. .:... 
t = 1.62 
Conclusion:_ Network Method is superior to Merging. 
c.) Network Method Vs • 
Absolute -
Du' . and Teuton 
8 of 9 t values positive; 
t = 2.80 
"-
overall 
'Terms of er - 8 of 9 t va~lues positive; overall 
- t = 2. 57 
I • 
( ' - . 
· Conclusion: Network-----Method is superior. to Dudek and Teuton 
:· . ; . · .. ' •· ·--.. -~ -.-.-.----···· .. -----
Method. \" I ) 
:c-J 
., ·-·----··-:-~d-.--}--- -· -lle-rging .vs~- -, Random ·Samp-ling. ···-
1.,. :~to . 
·'~-' 
.. ·· ··-··. ·~~ -. . . .,~-· . '' -··· '' ' 
. ·-- .... ·-·---···-···-· -·····-·········"·~-· ,.J - ·-· ~ •' - ,------'-'-~~...;.......,.............,~-
- -·-·--·-- ·----
------·---·-··--·-·--·--··----: ·----·. .. ... . -- ~----~--~--.--~·-~~-----~--~-~-=-··=--='' --~/---~-
\ 
- ·--·-·---· - -~ --~---------··. - -· 
Absolute - --7 of 9 t values positive; overall_ 
---~---~ -. --~- ~-- . :---:----~t = 2. 48 
- . 
----- --
___ __. __ ----·· ···-- , 
~---~----------~-~------------·-----·---
-
Tenns of .cr - ·6 of 9 t values positive; overall· 
t = 2.38 
.Conclusion: Merging<:is-·superior to Random. Sampling. 
• ' (3 
\. 
. --.-·-1,···· --, - --.·"' ·, - ..::--- -----··--
.. 
- ···---·-------~~•---" ... __ .,...-.. ---~ ·-·-··· 
. .. -
. - ---- ---- -_ .. - ·-·--· -- •.. 
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In an attempt to discover the_ effect. (if any) O"f the complexity 
------- - - - - -- - -
. 
,~ (nmnber of jobs ~ number of machines). of the. proble,m on the efficiency 
. 
' 
. -of the network method over random sampling the_ follow,ing t~bles (in ., . 





Aver~ge Improvement Average. ·Improvement· when 
-~------=----- . - . -- -
_·-Illlpr<>vement: wa·s···· Olit·a-fnea _____ _ ___ --~-__ .--___________ A.11--Tests--·--------------
# Jobs 
7 ·g 
# 5 .29 I . 15. 
-------
.. Machines 7 .31 .36 





# Jobs \'.> \ 
' 
7 9 11 
5 .48 .30 . 37 .. 
' 
" 
7 .' ,44 
.45 .. 70 
9 
. 4-3 .42 .74 
Only· the table of average improvement over· all --tests seems to 
indicate· a patteTD. Except for the bothersome entry for 9 jobs - 5 
machines, it would ~ppear as th~ugh the network me,t.hod yields larger 
/.,v,· 
-improvements· over random sa~pling as the problems· become more complex-. 
Perfonning the same type_of analysis on the network method vs. 
-~ -- ----..--~-- --
"-
' ) ·. 
( 
I 
. ' L 
a,.+--- ----. --- - - -- ---~----- --
Dudek and Teuton tests (Appendices XXV and XXXV) we would arrive at 
·~ 
-~-" about the same conclusion. However, in ·1ooking at the comparisons 
with the merging method (Appendices XXI and XXXI) we can observe the 
disturbing fact that if we were to eliminate the tests at the seven 
J -
... 
,. job level it would be difficult to pick either the network method Q,r 
'· 
. the merging method as 'bein·g clearly superior. Q 
Another result of interest is that __ of. the total riumber of time·s 
the network method was applied (at various lev·els), pamely 270, tne~ · 
first app.lication of the n'etwork method y_~elded an_improvement __ _in __ l.97 b==-__ ;;: __;;::-_:::--_ -=-=-=-=-~===::::::==::::===-:=---:::::;-.. :.--~:=:::~::::-·:::··· ·,::::.--:: ···=:===---==.:=c:====--·---~ - "- -----'·-··-"- .... --·· ---·--· ·----·--- , . 
, 
cases while the secot;1d applieation yi-e-l-de-d-rfurtner-improvem.entfn49 ---- .... ,, .. , .•.. , l . ' .. ~ . p 
·1· 
- -- -~- - --- - - -- ... - - -:- -- - .. -, ... 
-
-- - -- -- . 
------------ - ----~~---tr.e~s tf--,sr::r-':-; -----:Aa-·rr~so~,-o"-_-;p-f~tne --22f-whi-cli~o-btained the eventual network method 
.. solution before the second application, it can be said that at least 
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.\, . ' 
r- .... , 
1. It-·_can be stated.with. statistical certainty that -the network met~od 
- .----·-·- .. ·--···- -·-··---
- --- --·-- __ . ___ ., ___ .·_ ·.,.,_ - . -·---·----------------
•••. _ ....... -· __ • .s- ..... ~ 
. ,_ ,' 
. - . ---· .. ~'· ······· - ·-- .... --
. ; .. y.:i.elds "bette.r" solutions to the sequence problem than does either 
random samvling or the method of Dudek and Teuton (as adapted for· · 
this thesis). 
"' ... 
2. The relationship between the ,network method and the merging method . 
is not as cl~arcut although o"ver al_l tests the network method was 
statistically better. The network method has the advantage in 
q· 
. that computer time required is more fle·xible and al'so in that a mini-
mum statisttcal statenreht can be made about the result (from ~the 
sampling portion). A more precise statistical statement could be 
made if the distribution of improvements yielded by the network 
method were "nice". A brief look into, this. latter area indicated ... 
that the distribution o·f improvements was not normal. 
3. Based upon the results, I think it can b·e stat~d that the network 
method will provide better solutions than random sampli-ng or the 
method of Dudek and Teuton at higher levels of ·.complexi~~y,--r-~e. ~ 
~. 
. 
more jobs and machines than-were used ip testing·";· 
j 
I. would not 
}make any such claim for ·the network method over merging without 
further testing. 
---·------- ......... -- -····-··· 
~----·-------·' 
i ! . 
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_... ·tt:= Tlfe--ne-'fwork~-mefhocf--does not appear to, be a seeking method (at __ _ 
'• 
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-: ______ ,_,----·-- g : 
least not for the ,optimum· soiutiop.) __ since o.f __ the-. .22-1 t.e-s-t-s--an--=__:.-----~--~--.,-
which no improvement was o.btained in the second app.Jication of 
. ·the. network method at least 146 were not optimum . 
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' . -~. 
means that the exchange of any two adjacent. johs. do~s not yield . 
imp-rovement then statement (4) above substantiates my previous . 
conclusion, namely, that this· characteristic is not as rare in 
. . 
.... ~~·----·--···-_.,.._,, __ .. _ .. , ... _.,.... 
.. 
non-optimal solutions as one. might lnt·uitively believe. 
Recommended Future Investigation 
There are several areas where further investigation of the network 
' ' 
· .. 
method would be beneficial. The most critical area would be the investi-
gation of 'the distribution of i,nprovements yielded by the method and· 
the development of the mathematical model (not difficult if the dis-. 
~tribution is known) such that a more powerful statistical statement · 
C ••"•' 
can be made about the solution obtained. 
j 
Other areas would include studies to detennine the optimum random 
sample size· that should be taken before applying the network method.,. 
In connection with this study, we would als.g w~nt to kno~ whether the 
r· 
,, 
time used by subsequent applications of th·e network method could· be 
.• 
more profitably used in taking-a larger random sample. 
··.-
.. ···'-"; - "• 
'· 
. I. 
- . ..,. - --
Finally, further testing to detennine the efficiencyof- the network 
method at higher le~els of complexity a~d a clar.ification of the 
. - ·_ '·---~---- - · ... -----·-· --- -
· relati<>~~-P.~P between __ it·· a_nd the ~erging method would be helpful . 
,· 
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~SUMMARY oF nunnc ·AND TEUTON TESTING 
._ 
• I 
• C • .I 
~ . 
Dudek and Teuton tested their algorithm at levels of three machines 
"'lo " • .. 
with -tlire-ef;·--fotrr·;-··fi,,-e··;·-··s·ix; and -·_seven···jo-b-s···and···'five-·mac-hines--·wit·h·three·--,-·-·--=-=-:. ..... :-~·:~--· 
four, five, and six jobs •. In all cases at· least one optimal solution 
. ~ ., 
was generated. In addition, they gave the following table to illustrate 
. their first solution properties: 
3 machines ·. 5 machines 
% of first solutions that 
. were optimal 
% of first solutions that 





"' . 1., 
I think that the case for the first solution could have been 
made stronger if the above table had been based only on those tests--
.. · 
in which more than one solution was generated. Practically speaking, 
we ·have no problem when 'their algorithm yields only one solution 
since it will be optimwn provided the theory behind the algorithm is 




would ·like to le.now something about the first one that ·will be obtain-
E~:i:minating those tests in which only one solution was generated · 
~ ... 
.. we_ obtain tlle .follo:wing table: I 







·, 177---'j -----'---·-------······-- ---- --·--·· - .. -------- - ---- - - -·-- -·-· ------·---·-··--------·--··--····- ---· . ------ -·- ----·-··-·----------·--·--·--···- ---·-··--·-- __ ..._;.. 
%. of first solutions that·. ·--··_:r 
.{ 
' -- -----·---·------·~-----~-· -- --- ---- ---····- ---------·-------
·-----~---------··- ---~:-~--------- -~-~:---=~-- ·· -------~ __ V!'!!r~ __ ~pt i~a].. 58.8. i. -1 ~:; 
-· -:-- - .... -·--
. . -··;T& · .. 
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··--- .------·····==c:-_________ _, ___ .~ ___________ -.-.. % of first. solutJ,ons ·that . . . ·· · · we ~e at ie'a•st . thi;d-c-~~.c:--~------=--:··c~:;···=-:-c.--::c.,-.. :-:~c::c---;-:css·:~::·2--c---;~-;--:-:··:·'.:'-=c=;-·~--9,2-.:·g·-··- ·.,· .. -.. -r- · .. ··_ .• _,-.'.-···,:-' 
ranked·· .. · ,.tJ.,· .. '(.J' 
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I -·.~· 
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This _table strengthens' in'· my opinion' the case for- the first-
solution since it_ ·would. appear that the--f1.rst solution gets better 
\, 





' } .. . ( -
a,-,:-~~·-------....,:_::.....-._~if;,tie-T-·-·r··AGt-ua.lly,. .. .to .... ,determine .. if ... s.u_cn_·.~-·-~-~J-~_tiQ~~ ~;l p .~Q-~_§. ·--~-~-~~-~- '--~·~_1.1,i s.----~---'-"''--
.. . should be studied through a series of tests and subsequent regr~ssion 
· analysis with the number of jobs and the number o·f machines being the 
independent variables. 
' . 
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.. 
"' 
a feasible m~.thod for obtaining optimal solutions to medium sized 
sequencing prol:>lems and, in addition, apparently will yield "good" 
solutions to larger problems (using the first solution). 
~-
',ffe' ·, 
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The· model :for the network· method can best be represented in flow 
f\.L:: 
:,~ .... - ! . 
1,.:-:;_·,>' 
chart .form as is done on the next page. To facilitate understanding of 
·,·: 
this chart· the following terms are defin~d: 
S' 
-
best sequence thus fr obtained 
s' ' 
-
next sequence to ..... be compared with S' • 
\ . 
.. ,'I.. 
T' total elapsed time require_d for S' 
'\,_ ... ··:. 
',, 
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CTRl 0 
CTRl=CTRl + 1 
/-···. 
r,-
m1R2~# of job1 
- CTRl 
..... 
CTR3=CTR2 + 1 
/ 
reverse. CTR2 
and CTR3 jobs 
... 
of sv to ob-
tain s 9 1 
. -~ ' 
compute T'' 





S' -- s .. ' > 
T' T' t 
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APPENDIX . III 
• u 
MODEL -FOR COMPUrING T<YrAL EIAPSED TIME FOR A GIVEN SEQUENCE 
I . ._ • ,; 
. 
··suppose we have 4 · jobs ·and· 5 machines with the times required · --
----'--'--.-~----
given in t.he following table: · 
'/\ 
Machine .... 
Job A B C ~n E· 
.,, 




2 6 2 1 4 7 ~H•- .. ---
3 .5 3 4 1 2 
4 2 1 3 · 5 4 
. .. ~, . "'~ - ... ·- ~-- "· - ... 
- - - - . ~ - -·- ·- . --
,. 
And· suppose we wish to know the total elapsed time for the sequence 
1, 2, 3, 4. ,The tradi tio~l (l°antt · Chart would appear as in figure 5 
~\ 
. ,.I 
with the total elapsed time given as 31 units . 
Using the definition for id<l.e time .given in the laody of this repqrt., 





= ~ E + Max {" V - .. ~-:.l 
i 1 i r D. - LE. = l~v~41=11: i~l i 
:,, , .•. ,_..,,... 
-' 
. ex 
+ Max- Z: B 
. i 
1,.. <w·-· 1-1-::::.x___ 
x-1 






+ Max ~ C 
l~w<v =l i 
y 
Max (~ A. 
. 1 
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Elapsed time 
4. 
=. E. E1 i=l . 
+ [maximum. path through the max ... max matrix] 
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111~_x-max matrix 
-·--=- ---· - . . 
4 
(~ D .. -









' or numerically, 














- l: Ei). 
i=l 
2 








'2 1 -- __ ,,.--~ .. 
(~ D 
- I: Ei) 
.<Di) 
i=l i i=l' 
" i. 
2 l 




3 3 5 
.1 -1 2 
• 
8 5 1 
Borrowing a concept from conditional probability and asking what 
is the biggest sum we can get say in the last ·two rows given that we 
- I' are at a certain point in the next to the last row and then continuing 




The Maximum Path Algorithm /. '] . 
1-·. 
,; 
1. Add to each element in the n~xt to the last row the maximum of· 
I 
.. , . ..... J.; . 
the elements in the last row that are either in the. same column or in~· ·· .. · 
. columns to tne right e 
•· 2~· Eliminate the last row so that the next to the last row above 
Ji 
'· 
~--i:-be comes the last row for the next time through~ ··· 
- -·-
-===-.;~,--=· =· ==================-=--=---=--·--=·--···=----. ---- --
. ft 
·3 • 1 f (1) and (2) have been done (# rows - 1) times "go to· (4) . ' ' . 
'""· .. _ 
--·--~,~-·- ___ -·.-----· 
'. d) 
------- - -- ,-: ----------· 
otherwi_sEf, go back to ( 1). 
----····---~·~-~--
. 
4. · There is now one row left;_ the largest of the numbers in the 
. ;r•"'."" 
\ row ls the .,value of the maximum ··p,at-·h through_ the original·: matrix •. 
• l 
~---- -:· ... -·-- .. ,, ........ . r,. -. ' . • • .. : .. . . -· .. -.- - .. -.·-- ,. ... .. ·" - ,, 








































Example: ·, - ---··- ~-·-----~-------- -
original n1c1 t l'i x_ 
9 8 7 
\ ------- ··-- -----· 1 2 5 
5 1 6 
5 6 9 
1st iteration 
~ 9 8· 7 
- -.,N·-i • 1 2 5 .. ; 
J 
18 11 16 
2nd iteration 
9 8 7 
17- 18 21 
,·. 
3rd- iteration 
30 29 28 































By using the max path algorithm or here merely be inspection we get a 
maximum path of 14. 
Elapsed time 4 + 7 + 2 + 4 + 14 31 which agrees with the time 
-
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Number of Jobs/ , 
JOBS 
-1 . 
4 5 6 
- - -
3 100 50 25 
-, 
100 50 24 
7 100 50 25 
-
. ' 
Average (Best Solution Obtained) 
Optimum 
JOBS 
4 5. 6. 
-~ - -
3 100012 100.17 100.62 
-
100CP12 100.09 !) 100.36 
~ 
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'Average % Over Optimum When :Optimum. 
Solution Was Not Obtained 
JOBS 






2~77 2.57 3 6.23 
-
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' ·i . Pol'J!ll\t Explanation· for Appendice1 V thro3h· llffl _ 
: --·-·----· -- -- ' -
. ,· 
. . -
··Appendices v. throuch XIII~ contain the results of teatiq at ti. _ 
previously defined nine levels with ten tests within ·each level. The - . 
. 
produced by applying the method indic~ted (col-Ul)m headings). l·ach - -~- ------.------
· Appendix is further divided into three levels of compariean as follow•: 
·-( l) The netvJC~k method starting with a random sample of 29 versu1 
. comparable random samplin1. 
(2) . The merging metJiod versus comparable (timewiee) network method · 
(with variable random s~mple si~e'to obtain starting point) 
,CL- versus comparable random sampling. 
\ 
-
--(3) The . method of Dudek and Teuton versus comparab·le ranck>m 
sampling. 
Appendices XIV, XV ,rJ<and. XVI contain the sample mean and standard 
_,,,.r deviation using the largest sample taken of eac~ of the ten tests witbin 





Appendices XVII_ through XXVI contain the results of the five paired 
t tests as follows: 
. Appendix XVII - Network method startj.ng with random ~ample o:f 29 
·versus comparable random· aalllpling. 











































' dictat.ed by the me.rging method. . 
. . . . . 
Appendix XXI 
-- · Network ,,method -~-~?_~parable) versus mer,gin:g method.. 
' 
. ' Appen·dix·-KXIII -- Merging method vers-us comparable ranqom s·anitlling. ·· · ~-c------------:=-
I Appendix XXV - Net'W'Ork method (compa-rable) versus method of Dudek 
• . I 
:-•' "'""' and Teuton • 
- -· ........ ,. ... ,. - ,.-..... -· .. ··.-- ·-··· ·---- - - ..• -- •. - .. ~- ••.. • ........ ..-.:0 • ... -- ....... -- - ~. j,1-. -·-·l,11· .... ··- :-·--- .... --· ........ , .................. ... 
' ' ' / - • 
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- ~;, - : ... ~ ' . 
' . ,~:,· ,_. ~' 
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The entries -in each of. these Appendices are arrived at by ·subtract..; · 
- ing_ the total elaps~d time required by the first method {in Appendix . 
., ~h 
-
title) from the second (a positive value therefore indicates that the · 
I 
first method yielded a better (smaller) answer).· The Appendix itmnedi-
ately- following each of the just defined Appe~dices· contain the re-
sults of a x2 goodness of fit test which was applied to. all (90) en- -
-
tries of the preceding Appendix. The entries were tested for Normal-
ity since the distribution of differences are assumed so in the theo-
retical development of the t - test. However, the results of these 
tests are included only for the sake of completeness since I feel that 
the preponderance of positive t values in the comparisons justifies the 
conclusions made in this thesis. 
Appendices XXVII through XXXVI are essentially the same as 
Appendices XVIJ through XXVI except that the entries (differences in 
the two methods) are in tenns of the number of sample standard devia-' 
tions away_ from the mean. The entries are ,euch that a posit~ve entry 
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